Box 20

Remarks and Releases. 3/1/89. Rural hospitals bill
Remarks and Releases. 3/6/89. Eastern Airlines strike
Remarks and Releases. 3/8/89. Alliance of American Insurers
Remarks and Releases. 3/9/89. POW/MIA flag in Capitol
Remarks and Releases. 3/9/89. Republican Women's Federal Forum
Remarks and Releases. 3/10/89. Cheney, Dick
Remarks and Releases. 3/13/89. "The Congress" film premiere
Remarks and Releases. 3/14/89. Cheney, Dick
Remarks and Releases. 3/15/89. Dirksen journalism award
Remarks and Releases. 3/22/89. Cheney, Dick
Remarks and Releases. 3/22/89. Republican legislative agenda
Remarks and Releases. 3/23/89. Minimum wage
Remarks and Releases. 3/31/89. Army-CAT contract
Remarks and Releases. 4/3/89. C-SPAN anniversary
Remarks and Releases. 4/4/89. First House quorum anniversary
Remarks and Releases. 4/4/89. House commemorative postage stamp
Remarks and Releases. 4/4/89. Lincoln NEXRAD system
Remarks and Releases. 4/4/89. Oliver North conviction
Remarks and Releases. 4/5/89. Education Day USA
Remarks and Releases. 4/5/89. EducationExcellence Act of 1989
Remarks and Releases. 4/7/89. Farmers State Bank and Trust Company
Remarks and Releases. 4/7/89. Stark County, OH, McKinley Day
Remarks and Releases. 4/13/89. Contra aid accord
Remarks and Releases. 4/17/89. Decatur airport grant
Remarks and Releases. 4/7/89. Jim Wright inquiry
Remarks and Releases. 4/18/89. 101st Congress agenda
Remarks and Releases. 4/18/89. Martin Luther King Commission
Remarks and Releases. 4/18/89. Medicare Catastrophic Reform Act
Remarks and Releases. 4/25/89. Appropriations bill budget waiver
Remarks and Releases. 4/25/89. Lebanon
Remarks and Releases. 4/26/89. Appropriations bill budget waiver
Remarks and Releases. 5/2/89. Grain sales to USSR
Remarks and Releases. 5/2/89. House rules violations
Remarks and Releases. 5/3/89. Medicare pregnant women, children and infants amendments
Remarks and Releases. 5/4/89. Peoria gridiron
Remarks and Releases. 5/4/89. Walesa, Lech
Remarks and Releases. 5/8/89. Schneider, Johanna
Remarks and Releases. 5/9/89. Disability discrimination protection
Remarks and Releases. 5/10/89. Dye Casting Association
Remarks and Releases. 5/10/89. Gramm-Rudman exemptions
Remarks and Releases. 5/16/89. Peoria Air National Guard Base
Remarks and Releases. 5/17/89. Budget agreement
Remarks and Releases. 5/18/89. Peoria Symphony Orchestra grant
Remarks and Releases. 5/18/89. Veterans health care funding
Remarks and Releases. 5/23/89. Ford dealers
Remarks and Releases. 5/23/89. Questionnaire results
Remarks and Releases. 5/24/89. Dire emergency supplemental appropriation
Remarks and Releases. 5/30/89. Claude Pepper death
Remarks and Releases. 5/31/89. Jim Wright resignation
Remarks and Releases. 6/1/89. Kidnapping Reform Act
Remarks and Releases. 6/1/89. Child Support Enforcement Act
Remarks and Releases. 6/2/89. Savings and loan crisis
Remarks and Releases. 6/5/89. Tiananmen Square Massacre
Remarks and Releases. 6/6/89. Congressional Reform Task Force
Remarks and Releases. 6/6/89.Tom Foley elected Speaker
Remarks and Releases. 6/6/89.Michel nomination for Speaker
Remarks and Releases. 6/6/89.Republican National Committee memo
Remarks and Releases. 6/7/89. Minimum wage amendments
Remarks and Releases. 6/7/89. U.S.-Japan FSX Agreement
Remarks and Releases. 6/13/89.Steel voluntary restraint agreements
Remarks and Releases. 6/14/89. Minimum wage veto
Remarks and Releases. 6/14/89.New Democratic leadership
Remarks and Releases. 6/14/89.President's dinner
Remarks and Releases. 6/15/89. Ethics reform task force
Remarks and Releases. 6/15/89.Rostenkowski amendment [off-budget issue]
Remarks and Releases. 6/15/89.Hyde amendment [savings and loan crisis]
Remarks and Releases. 6/16/89.CAT sales to Argentina
Remarks and Releases. 6/17/89. Purple Heart Association
Remarks and Releases. 6/18/89. House reforms
Remarks and Releases. 6/20/89.Chaney-Goodman-Schwerner Memorial resolution
Remarks and Releases. 6/21/89. Bradley University nursing grant
Remarks and Releases. 6/21/89.Buzz Lukens ethics investigation
Remarks and Releases. 6/21/89. Martin, Lynn
Remarks and Releases. 6/21/89.Supplemental conference report
Remarks and Releases. 6/22/89. Economic Opportunity Act
Remarks and Releases. 6/22/89.Supreme Court flag burning decision
Remarks and Releases. 6/26/89. Parliamentary Law School
Remarks and Releases. 6/27/89.Flag amendment
Remarks and Releases. 6/27/89. House reform
Remarks and Releases. 6/28/89. McHugh amendment [El Salvador]
Remarks and Releases. 6/28/89. Flag amendment
Remarks and Releases. 6/29/89. Flag amendment
Remarks and Releases. 6/30/89. Flag amendment
Remarks and Releases. 7/5/89.Oliver North sentence
Remarks and Releases. 7/11/89. Peoria Head Start grant
Remarks and Releases. 7/13/89. Flag amendment
Remarks and Releases. 7/13/89.Governor Thompson's retirement
Remarks and Releases. 7/14/89. Beeler, William
Remarks and Releases. 7/14/89. Michel staff appointments
Remarks and Releases. 7/17/89. 18thdistdct FEMA grants
Remarks and Releases. 7/18/89. Peoria BRDC funding
Remarks and Releases. 7/18/89. Spirit of Enterprise Award
Remarks and Releases. 7/19/89. Apollo presentation
Remarks and Releases. 7/19/89. National Coal Association
Remarks and Releases. 7/19/89. Tazewell County HUD grant
Remarks and Releases. 7/20/89. Flag amendment
Remarks and Releases. 7/20/89. NASANA/HUD appropriations
Remarks and Releases. 7/24/89.DOD authorization
Remarks and Releases. 7/25/89. Cheney procurement budget
Remarks and Releases. 7/25/89. Steel voluntary restraint agreements
Remarks and Releases. 7/31/89. Legislative appropriations bill
Remarks and Releases. 7/31/89. Lewis-Michel amendment [franking change]
Remarks and Releases. 7/31/89. Lt. Col. Higgins murder
Remarks and Releases. 8/1/89. Dannemayer amendment [debt ceiling]
Remarks and Releases. 8/1/89. Peoria National Guard facility upgrade
Remarks and Releases. 8/2/89. Rules reform special order
Remarks and Releases. 8/3/89. Savings and loan conference report
Remarks and Releases. 8/14/89. Leland, Mickey
Remarks and Releases. 8/14/89. Smith, Larkin
Remarks and Releases. 8/21/89. Peoria stockyards delivery
Remarks and Releases. 8/25/89. Peoria airport grant
Remarks and Releases. 9/1/89. Collection donation to Dirksen Center
Remarks and Releases. 9/5/89. Drug control
Remarks and Releases. 9/5/89. Jacksonville Youth Attention Center HHS grant
Remarks and Releases. 9/6/89. Smith, Larkin, Eulogy
Remarks and Releases. 9/7/89. Alexis deTocqueville dinner
Remarks and Releases. 9/7/89. Drug control
Remarks and Releases. 9/8/89. Reagan, Ronald
Remarks and Releases. 9/11/89. Pekin HUD grant
Remarks and Releases. 9/16/89. Menard County Victorian Day
Remarks and Releases. 9/18/89. National Restaurant Association
Remarks and Releases. 9/19/89. Lebanon
Remarks and Releases. 9/21/89. Campaign reform package
Remarks and Releases. 9/25/89. Budget reconciliation
Remarks and Releases. 9/25/89. Wine and Spirits Association
Remarks and Releases. 9/26/89. Drug control
Remarks and Releases. 9/28/89. Capital gains tax
Remarks and Releases. 9/28/89. Kemp, Jack
Remarks and Releases. 10/2/89. Hosni Mubarak greeting
Remarks and Releases. 10/4/89. Decatur House Council
Remarks and Releases. 10/5/89. Campaign finance reform bill
Remarks and Releases. 10/5/89. Edwards amendment [day care]
Remarks and Releases. 10/7/89. Becker, Ray
Remarks and Releases. 10/12/89. Flag Protection Act
Remarks and Releases. 10/16/89. POW/MIA bill
Remarks and Releases. 10/18/89. Budget reconciliation bill
Remarks and Releases. 10/19/89. Drug control
Remarks and Releases. 10/20/89. Lindsay, George
Remarks and Releases. 10/21/89. Combest, Larry
Remarks and Releases. 10/24/89. Sequestration
Remarks and Releases. 10/25/89. Abortion veto
Remarks and Releases. 10/26/89. Legislation to create judicial positions
Remarks and Releases. 11/1/89. Boys club of America Congressional Breakfast
Remarks and Releases. 11/1/89. Connor, David
Remarks and Releases. 11/1/89. Minimum wage
Remarks and Releases. 11/2/89. Nicaragua
Remarks and Releases. 11/6/89. Chemical Manufacturers
Remarks and Releases. 11/8/89. World War II
Remarks and Releases. 11/9/89. Hyde, Henry/House rule 48
Remarks and Releases. 11/10/89. Blue Cross/Blue Shield
Remarks and Releases. 11/10/89. Franklin Street Bridge replacement funding
Remarks and Releases. 11/11/89. Franklin Street-Michel Bridge
Remarks and Releases. 11/15/89. Lech Walesa welcome
Remarks and Releases. 11/16/89. Government Ethics Reform Act
Remarks and Releases. 11/17/89. ETBE tax credit
Remarks and Releases. 11/20/89. El Salvador amendment
Remarks and Releases. 11/20/89. House civility
Remarks and Releases. 11/21/89. 101stCongress, 1stSession summary
Remarks and Releases. 11/22/89. Tribute to Speaker House civility
Remarks and Releases. 11/29/89. Rural hospital Medicare reimbursement
Remarks and Releases. 12/5/89. Republican Leadership dinner
Remarks and Releases. 12/8/89. ICC Department of Education grant
Remarks and Releases. 12/8/89. Re-election bid announcement
Remarks and Releases. 12/20/89. Panama invasion